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NOW PLAYING

Cultural Thursdays

Doors Art Foundation presents
films from Croatia

RED DUST
(CRVENA PRASINA)

(dir. Zrinko Ogresta, 105 mins, 1999)

Thurs Oct 5 7pm - buy tix

A Cultural Thursdays program. At 7pm on the First Thursday of the month, the Doors Art Foundation presents a film from Croatia.
Other Thursdays at 7pm often feature programming presented with other ethnic and cultural groups.

The Doors Art Foundation presents a new film from Croatia.

"Red Dust" takes its title from a line in Dostoevesky which says that "the blood is least visible on the red" - a phrase whose significance is not revealed until the end of the film.

The story is told through the eyes of 16-year-old Skgra , who witnesses the whole, violent chain of events. Everything begins when Crni, a successful amateur boxer, deserts from the army after the authorities fail to deliver the telegram about his mother's death, and returns to
Zagreb, where his girlfriend, Lidija, is about to marry the local mafia boss.

Crni himself drifts into petty crime, and ends up unintentionally working for the same boss. Lidija eventually leaves her violent husband, but dies in suspicious circumstances in Crni's house. He is jailed. Then the war breaks out and everything changes, and such small crimes
begin to pale into insignificance alongside what is happening in Croatia.

showing from DVD

OCTOBER 2006:
a month of horror, terror,

and general mayhem

Join fellow genre fans, as well as the humbly curious, at the Pioneer Theater again this October for another month-long freakfest featuring ultra-imaginative macabre indie features and classics – and this year is certainly the best in recent memory.

Featured titles include the animated stop-motion vision quest BLOOD TEA AND RED STRING, the Florida-based, Frankenstein-inspired FRANKENSTEIN’S BLOODY NIGHTMARE, animator Bill Plympton’s high school horrorfest HAIR HIGH, and a high-tech Expressionist remix of the classic THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI starring Doug Jones (Hellboy, Fantastic 4, Pan’s
Labyrinth and the upcoming Silver Surfer series). CABINET is just one of a slate of exciting neo-silent films reworking classic film styles in modern film form. Other Neo-Silent films in the series include the short film THE LISTENING DEAD (screening in a shorts program on October 3), the xxx-rated HUMOURESQUE (October 13), and J.T. Petty’s SOFT FOR DIGGING (October
20).

Also on tap this month, among many other exciting events: Director Harry Kumel in person October 2nd for a special Fangoria screening of his 1971 lesbian vampire classic DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS; a double bill of operatic chaos on Friday the 13th featuring the 1925 Lon Chaney version of THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA and Dario Argento’s 1987 classic OPERA; and an
all-night cinematic séance of witch and warlock movies on October 28 including SIMON: KING OF THE WITCHES; WITCHCRAFT THROUGH THE AGES; BELL, BOOK, AND CANDLE (starring Kim Novak); NIGHT OF THE DEMON (directed by Jacques Tourneur) and THE HAUNTED PALACE (starring Vincent Price.) The Month of Horror will climax in an October 30 screening
of the classic SQUIRM (1976), attended by director Jeff Lieberman, at which audience members are invited to respond to and participate in what happens onscreen, and a Halloween-night short film extravaganza called DIE LOLA DIE, as badass downtown filmmakers gather to kill off East Village rocker, filmmaker, and bartender Lola Rock'N'Rolla in film after film after film!

This month was assembled by Dr. Reinhardt van Nostrand, Professor Emeritus of Schlechtendingen at the University of Wurms, Germany, and special consultant to the Pioneer Theater on matters of the paranormal and the occult. The series is presented with the generous collaboration of many cherished colleagues, including Jay Stern and Victor Varnado (First Sundays); Kevin Higgins; Phil, Sean, and all at the Hive; Joe Toto; Keith Crocker (Cinefear); Carl Morano and John Carchietta
(Media Blasters); Jack Thomas Smith; Henri Falconi (Falcon Film Festival); Mitch Davis (Fantasia Festival, Montreal); Gregory Hatanaka (Pathfinder Pictures / Cinema Epoch); Tony Timpone, Michael Gingold, and David Wengrod (FANGORIA); Bill Lustig and Greg Chick (Blue Underground); Exhumed Films; Brian Juergens (campblood.org); Charlene Rule (scratchvideo.tv); Todd Brown (twitchfilm.net); Gary Palmucci and Don Krim (Kino); Ross Klein (MGM / UA); Elias; Bill Plympton and the
Plymptoons studio; J.T. Petty; Houston King (Goodbye Cruel Releasing); Bryan Yuzna and Tom Holland; Larry Fessenden, James McKenney, and all at GlassEyePix; Doug Sakmann; Susanne Jacobson and Michael Schlesinger (Sony Repertory); Jeff Lieberman; Lola RockNRolla; and many others. Special thanks as well to the Federation of Undead Artists.

BLOOD TEA AND RED STRING
(dir. Christiane Cegavske, 69 mins, 2006)

Thurs Oct 5 9pm - buy tix
Fri Oct 6 9pm - buy tix
Sat Oct 7 9pm - buy tix
Sun Oct 8 9pm - buy tix
Mon Oct 9 9pm - buy tix
Tues Oct 10 9pm - buy tix

view trailer via youtube

"Fantastically macabre . . . stunning. . . enchanting . . . lovely. . . mind-boggling!"
- Raven Snook, TIME OUT NY

"Fascinating, macabre and ominous . . . sinister, surreal BLOOD TEA AND RED STRING casts a spell all its own."
- Jay Carr, AM NY

"Some trippy shit, and paired with some acid, this is a film that will make for some freaky hallucinations . . . Horror fans need apply."
- Felix Vasquez, Jr., FILM THREAT

". . .the oddest film I've seen all year."
- Jette Kernion, CINEMATICAL

". . .the spirit and style of Jan Svankmajer and the Brothers Quay, with more than a little David Lynch thrown in for good creepy measure . . . a stunning achievement."
- Phil Hall, FILM THREAT

“a David Lynchean fever dream on Beatrix Potter terrain…as lovingly crafted as it is unsettlingly sour-sweet” 
- Dennis Harvey, VARIETY

“a triumph of creative passion ...”
- Mitch Davis, FANTASIA FILM FESTIVAL

BLOOD TEA AND RED STRING is a handmade stop-motion fairy tale for adults.

Thirteen years in the making, Christiane Cegavske’s dialogue free film tells the tale of the struggle between the aristocratic White Mice and the rustic Creatures Who Dwell Under the Oak over the doll of their heart’s desire.

The Mice commission the Oak Dwellers to create a beautiful doll for them. When she is complete, the Creatures fall in love with her and refuse to give her up. Resorting to thievery the Mice abscond with her in the middle of the night.

Meet fantastical creatures and view dazzling scenery as the Creatures Who Dwell Under the Oak journey through this mystical land to reclaim their love. See the mice descend into debauchery as they become drunk on blood tea! See what happens when the
Oak Dwellers eat the yellow fruit!

A heart rending musical score that was composed and performed by Mark Growden accompanies this disturbing and wondrous adventure.

PLASTERHEAD
(dir. Kevin Higgins, 99 mins, 2006)

Fri Oct 6 7pm - SOLD OUT

"Every town has a legend."

Headed to Miami to celebrate winter break, a group of four college students from New Jersey take a detour into the bowels of rural West Virginia.  There, the unwitting friends uncover a grotesque legend that stains the fabric of Rolling Glen, a sleepy backwoods town: the
legend of Ray Williams, a black truck driver from Maine, on his way to Texas to make a delivery, brutally beaten by a band of locals after stopping off in town for a drink, his body left for dead in an empty cornfield and never found.   They learn of crooked sheriff Earl Taggart,
who helped acquit the locals involved in the attack, and who still lords over the small village with an iron fist.     

Fifteen years later, whispers of the Williams incident still float through the tired walls and eaves of Rolling Glen.   As the four friends quickly find out, some believe Williams still roams the woods on the outskirts of town, surviving on the slaughter of wildlife.  Others claim to have
seen Williams in person, a looming figure with a ghostly white visage, purportedly a makeshift cast to mask the scars and wounds left from the merciless assault.   They have a name for Williams now: Plasterhead.   

Soon, the four friends find themselves holed up in an abandoned farmhouse, mired in a macabre web of terror.  Sheriff Taggart will do anything to keep the truth buried…the truth that Plasterhead is frighteningly real.

As these teens will soon learn, true evil has no face.

DISORDER
(dir. Jack Thomas Smith, 103 mins, 2006)

Sat Oct 7 7pm - buy tix

View Trailer

Fox Trail Productions presents this chilling psychological thriller written and directed by Jack Thomas Smith.

When David Randall (Darren Kendrick) was sent away for a brutal double murder, his claims of innocence and description of a masked killer went ignored. Now, accompanied by the horrific memory of that night, David, a medicated schizophrenic, has returned home, hoping for
a new life.

But his attempt is failing.

The deadly masked figure from David's past has returned. And when David believes that his friend and co-worker, Melissa (Lauren Seikaly), is in danger, he turns to his psychiatrist (Sean Eager) and the local sheriff (Alan Samulski) for help.

But their suspicions grow, fearing that David has stopped taking his medication and has slipped into a delusional state.

Is David a threat to Melissa and everyone around her?

Or does the killer really exist, and is David being set up once again?

Pioneer Late Nights

EASY RIDER
(dir. Dennis Hopper, 90 mins, 1969)

35mm print

Oct 7 11pm - buy tix
Nov 4 11pm - buy tix
Nov 11 11pm - buy tix
Nov 18 11pm - buy tix
Nov 25 11pm - buy tix

A landmark in film history, EASY RIDER blew the studio doors open for more young directors than any film before or since, helping to create the wide-open climate that would lead to the production of many outstanding films in the 1970s. As its director, Dennis Hopper is usually
given the lion's share of credit for the film's success, but the revelations of time suggest that the contributions of the late Terry Southern and, to some degree, Jack Nicholson have endowed the film with much of its residual power.

Starring Peter Fonda as Wyatt (alias Captain America) and Hopper as Billy, it traces the hippie duo's adventures as they mount their seriously chopped hogs on a journey to find the real America en route to Mardi Gras. In Arizona, they visit a commune whose members are
having a tough time, and in a small Texas town they're jailed for joining a parade. But they're quickly sprung by an ACLU lawyer, the quirky, hard-drinking George Hanson (Jack Nicholson), who accepts their offer to join them on the trip to New Orleans, eager to visit the best
whorehouse in the South. EASY RIDER accurately reflects the tensions and hostilities of the period, Laszlo Kovacs's photography is superb, Nicholson is exceptional in his breakthrough role--and the startling, stunning ending is a shocker.
(synopsis adapted from Rotten Tomatoes)

CORPSE GRINDERS
(dir. Ted V. Mikels, 72 mins, 1972)

Fri Oct 6 11pm - buy tix

The Corpse Grinders turn bones and flesh into screaming, savage blood death!

When the Lotus Cat Food Company finds itself in financial trouble, the owners decide to find a new, cheap source of meat -- the local graveyard. Only one problem -- soon cats develop a taste for human flesh, and tabbies are tearing out throats all over town.

VERSUS
(dir. Ryuhei Kitamura, 120 mins, 2000)

Sun Oct 8 6:45pm - buy tix

There are 666 portals that connect this world to the other side. These are concealed from all human beings. Somewhere in Japan exists the 444th portal....

THE MURDER CLINIC
(dir. Elio Scardamaglia, 75 mins, 1971)
16mm print

Mon Oct 9 7pm - buy tix

Patients and staff of an isolated mental hospital are being killed off by a hooded maniac who stalks the halls.

"This spooky Italian thriller is set in a remote medical clinic for the deaf-mute in a town terrorized by a mysterious hooded slasher. Many suspect that the doctor himself has been killing lovely young women. The rumors say that he does the grisly deeds to help reconstruct the
quick-lime burned face of his formerly beautiful sister-in-law. Though it looked as if her falling into the vat of lime was an accident, some believe the doctor pushed her. The mystery comes in because the doctor is not the only one at the clinic with murderous tendencies. Other
suspects include his crippled wife, a crazed patient, and an extortionist." ~ Sandra Brennan, All Movie Guide

Tuesdays@7

The Falcon 
Fright Fiesta
Tues Oct 10 7pm - buy tix

This is a Tuesdays@7 program. Every Tuesday at 7pm features special guests presenting their film, and is followed by a beer and
pizza reception for ticket holders. Sponsored by Harpoon India Pale Ale, Radeberger Pilsner, and Woodchuck Cider.

The Falcon Film Fiesta is a non-competive forum in which independent filmmakers have the opportunity to screen their short films before a capacity crowd in a New York City movie theatre.

Films include:

Angry Jenkin's Farm - Enrico Falconi 9 minutes - 2001
Night of The Living Jews - sneak preview - 20 minutes - 2006
Catskill Chainsaw Redemption - J.R. Havlan & Matt Unger - 16 minutes - 2005
Zombie American - Nick Poppy - 9 minutes - 2005 - starring Ed Helms of the Daily Show
Fabulous Disaster - scot-free - 11 minutes - 1998
Rekindled - Jack Daniel Stanley - 6 minutes

and more to come...

INQUIRY TOWARDS THE
PRACTICE OF SECULAR
MAGIC
An evening of political and poetic invasions of public
space
Weds Oct 11 7pm - buy tix

The Disembodied Theater Corporation presents a program devoted to secular magic; the elusive art of transmuting everyday life into fiction - or is it vice versa?  Join filmmaker Ross Lipman, activist Andrew Boyd, and Theater Oobleck's Danny Thompson on their journey.
 Including:  a video document of a bicycle exorcism, a lost puppet play Samuel Beckett wrote at age 7, and another public unveiling of the Oil Enforcement Agency, all as described below.

ENTER GODOT:  A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT
Performance excerpt, 10 minutes.
A personal confession of the elusive and disconnected events surrounding a plan to interrupt a performance of Waiting For Godot. Presented by the Disembodied Theater Corporation.  Written and narrated by Ross Lipman, featuring the voice of Jeffrey Dorchen.

MICHAEL BARRISH SCREEN TEST
Super-8 sd. transfer to video, 3 minutes.
Video by Ross Lipman, starring you-know-who.

THE OIL ENFORCEMENT AGENCY:  BEHIND THE CONTROVERSY
Video, 8 minutes.
The startling expose of a shadowy new Federal law-enforcement agency staffed by environmental vigilantes valiantly trying to curb America's addiction to oil. Presented by Andrew Boyd (aka Agent Chartreuse).  Written and produced with James Levy; edited by Dan Katz.

HAPPY HAPPY BUNNY MEETS SAD SAD OWL
Performance, 10 minutes.
A play by Samuel Beckett. Performance by Danny Thompson.

GREEN/BIKE/VIDEO
3/4” video remastered for Mini-DV, 36 minutes.
The mutant crossbreed of Deleuze and Guattari and Abbie Hoffman.  In this anarcho-document of an action by activist artists in Ann Arbor, Michigan circa 1985, abandoned bicycles were rounded from scrap, repaired, and given to the city in a public exorcism of commodity
fetishism.  Bike Activists Unite! Featuring youthful appearances by Andrew Boyd (co-founder of Billionaires for Bush and the Oil Enforcement Agency), Danny Thompson, and members of Chicago’s Theater Oobleck.  Video by Ross Lipman.

FRANKENSTEIN'S BLOODY NIGHTMARE
(dir. John R. Hand, 77 mins, 2006)

Weds Oct 11 9pm - buy tix
Thurs Oct 12 9pm - buy tix
Fri Oct 13 9pm - buy tix
Sat Oct 14 9pm - buy tix
Sun Oct 15 9pm - buy tix
Mon Oct 16 9pm - buy tix
Tues Oct 17 9pm - buy tix

“John R. Hand might just be America’s answer to Shinya Tsukamoto. Layered with a surreal theatricality, raw experimentation, a fixation on the intersection of humanity and technology, disturbing sexual
overtones, a firm genre sensibility and a driving soundtrack.” 
- Twitchfilm.net

A brand-new Pioneer discovery from Florida, John R. Hand’s first feature is a wonder of independent filmmaking and inspired imagery. Shot on Super-8 combined with video elements, FRANKENSTEIN’S BLOODY NIGHTMARE draws on the Frankenstein myth
and reimagines it for our times. Brilliant young research scientist Victor Karlstein (John R. Hand) finds himself lost in an abyss of personal turmoil and professional stress after the woman he loves dies while under the care of his own mysterious medical facility.
Determined to keep her alive, Victor creates a Frankenstein-like creature from a mechanically-enhanced reanimated corpse and sends the monster out to murder young women in order to furnish "raw parts" for his lover’s new body, among other devious things.

 

EVIL CITY
FILM FEST
Thurs Oct 12 7pm
Sat Oct 14 5pm
Sat Oct 14 7pm
Sun Oct 15 3pm
Sun Oct 15 5pm

The Evil City Film Fest returns October 11th - 16th, 2006 with another killer program of true independent films. Set within the confines of NYC's East Village, the Evil City will continue to cultivate the works of underground artists, from New York and Beyond... Now accepting
submissions: Narrative Shorts & Features, Documentaries Shorts & Features, Animation and Music Videos. (link)

Evil City Film Fest

PLAGUES AND PLEASURES ON THE SALTON SEA
(dir. Chris Metzler & Jeff Springer, 71 mins, 2005)

Thurs Oct 12 7pm - buy tix

A feature documentary directed by Chris Metzler & Jeff Springer, with narration by legendary counterculture filmmaker John Waters and music by the southwestern, alt-rock supergroup, Friends of Dean Martinez.

Once known as the California Riviera, the Salton Sea is now called one of Americas worst ecological disasters: a fetid, stagnant, salty lake, coughing up dead fish and birds by the thousands. Yet a few hardy eccentrics hang on to hope, including a roadside nudist waving at
passing European tourists, a man building a religious mountain out of mud and paint, beer-loving Hungarian Revolutionary Hunky Daddy, and the real-estate Ronald McDonald known simply as The Landman. Through their perceptions and misperceptions, the strange history
and unexpected beauty of the Salton Sea is revealed.

Accidentally created by an engineering error in 1905, reworked in the 50s as a world class vacation destination for the rich and famous, and then suddenly abandoned after a series of hurricanes, floods, and fish die-offs, the Salton Sea has a bittersweet past. Congressman
Sonny Bono himself was once dedicated to saving the lake, until he went skiing one day

Now amongst the ruins of this man-made mistake, these few remaining people struggle to keep a remodelled version of the dream alive. However, this most unique community is now threatened by the nearby megalopolises of Los Angeles and San Diego, as they attempt to
take the agricultural run-off that barely sustains the sea. The fate of this so-called ecological time bomb and the community that surrounds it remain uncertain, as the Salton Sea might just dry up.

While PLAGUES & PLEASURES covers the historical, economic, political, and environmental issues that face the sea, it more importantly offers up an offbeat portrait of the eccentric and individualistic people who populate its shores. It is an epic western tale of fantastic real
estate ventures and failed boomtowns, inner-city gangs fleeing to white small town America, and the subjective notion of success and failure amidst the ruins of the past. Hair-raising and hilarious, part history lesson, part cautionary tale and part portrait of one of the strangest
communities youve ever seen, this is the American Dream gone as stinky as a dead carp.

Neo-Silents

HUMOURESQUE
18 AND OVER. PERIOD. BRING ID.
18 AND OVER. PERIOD. BRING ID.
18 AND OVER. PERIOD. BRING ID.

(dir. Corey Michael Smithson, 50 mins, 1993-2006)

Fri Oct 13 7pm - buy tix

A love poem to D.W. Griffith,
in the form of a schizophrenic Victorian stag film.

Like GONE WITH THE WIND on food stamps.
Alternately alluring and awful. A terrible, terrible dream.

Baroque and perverse. Filthy. Naughty. Fucked up.

In production for over eleven years, "Humouresque" is a dirty movie with something for everyone. Told in four acts of twenty chapters, the labyrinthine plot references prostitution, aging, drug addiction, incest, medieval surgery, rape, patent medicine quackery, fortune-telling,
time-travel, madness, lust, transsexualism, aristocratic debauchery, Rococo costume design, sexual slavery, florid hallucinations, and overwrought turn-of-the-century penny-dreadfuls. Baroque and bewildering, the film seems to be simultaneously coming alive and breaking
apart in the projector, with the narrative itself threatening to disintegrate as well. Actors of both genders switch roles several times in the same scene, so that each character becomes a Vaudevillian archetype, a sort of flexible “shell” occupied by more than one body. Several
seemingly unrelated semi-comic stories collide in twenty chapters of perfervid text, humor, engaging music, and unforgettable images.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
(dir. Rupert Julian, 92 mins, 1925)
35mm print courtesy
Kino International

with

OPERA
(dir. Dario Argento, 1987, 35mm)

Fri Oct 13
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA 
11pm - buy tix

OPERA
12:40am - buy tix

If buying for the double bill, select the reduced rate price when purchasing both tickets

Lon Chaney stars in
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

Lon Chaney's appearance in THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, marked the actor's hard-earned entry into full-fledged superstardom. In portraying the maniacal Erik, the spectral figure who lurks within the catacombs of the Paris Opera House, Chaney demonstrated a physical
and emotive talent few performers have ever approached. While he has been duly praised for the creation of Erik's monstrous skull-like visage (a masterpiece of makeup that still retains its power to astonish), Chaney is to be credited just as much for his performance from
within the featureless, face-concealing mask. Though his expressions are hidden, Chaney moulds the Phantom into a complex bundle of contradictory, libidinal emotions that punches through the surface of cinematic sterotype and carried the art of screen acting to a new
plateau, upon which the foundation for the American horror film would be laid.

Gaston Leroux's story has been remade, revamped, and set to music by numerous artists since, yet all owe a substantial debt to the 1925 production and the shining star upon whose shoulders the film was majestically carried.

Dario Argento directs
OPERA (aka "Terror at the Opera")

"a film of rare beauty, a celebration of love's absence and the ferocious force of the gaze."
- Ed Gonzales, Slant Magazine

Italian horror master Dario Argento pays homage to THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, which he would remake a decade later, with this film about a hooded killer who torments the opera diva whom he adores. Cristina Marsillach stars as Betty, a young understudy who gets a
chance to star in a production of Verdi's Macbeth when the lead breaks her leg. Her performance receives universal acclaim and also attracts the hooded killer who periodically kidnaps Betty, tapes razor blades under her eyes, and forces her to watch him commit murder.
(synopsis from RottenTomatoes.com)

MGM is sending us their longest print, the one marked "festival." We hope this is the full, 107 minute version. When we know for sure we will post here.

Evil City Film Fest

NYC Women in Film
Program
Sat Oct 14 5pm - buy tix

Note: This is not a horror or genre program.

3 in 34 
Dir: Jae Song * 2 min
“The fastest time to eat 3 cream crackers is 34 seconds. On July 19, 2006, 24 NY Men, Women & Children strive for greatness and try to break the record.”

Carla Cope
Dir: Aileen McCormack * 5 min
“Carla Cope is the story of life, love and loss during the 9/11 tragedy in New York City. The film follows Carla through the city as she looks back on all she has lost while grappling with the uncertainty of her future.”

Nuthin’ But the Blues
Dir: Rebecca Conroy * 7 min
Marc Orleans plays music in the subways of Brooklyn, NY pondering the meaning of his existence

The Visitors
Dir: Yael Shulman * 5 min
A middle-aged man has unexpected visitors.

Aesop’s Diner
Dir: Cara Maria O’Shea * 26 min
There was once a band called The Family Johnson, hyped as “the coolest band in NYC.” Sadly, on the eve of it’s success, the band broke up due to the lead singers bad behavior.
A year and a half later, former frontman Bugs, back in rehab, seeks out his old friend and bandmate, Shelly, to apologize. Shelly has a budding solo career and little time for Bugs.
A humorous fable of ‘fast and careless’ vs ‘slow and steady,’ this film is set to a beautiful and upbeat original soundtrack.

Twitch
Dir: Leah Meyerhoff * 10 min
The poignant story of a young girl torn between two worlds: her domestic life where she must care for her wheelchair-bound mother and her escape into the emerging world of sexuality with her eagar, hormone-addled boyfriend.

Pet Peeve
Dir: Laura Newman * 2 min
A metaphor for the current, sex-fearing administration that seems too bizarre to be true.

Pioneer Late Nights
Lovecraft

LovecraCked!
The Movie
(dir. Elias, et al., 87 mins, 2006)

18 AND OVER ONLY. 
BRING AN I.D.

Sat Oct 14 11pm - buy tix

Weapon-wielding psychopaths, evil temptresses, creatures from beyond, forces of the unknown, zombie sex. . .and a journalist without a clue.

"An eclectic mix of terror and laughs."
-Fangoria

“Something for almost every horror fan.”
-Icons of Fright

From BiFF JUGGERNAUT Productions...

With tongue planted firmly in cheek, our story follows the exploits of a bumbling investigative journalist as he struggles to discover the truth behind enigmatic horror author H.P. Lovecraft and his mysterious past. Along the way strange and macabre tales play out, pulling the
journalist ever deeper into the mystical world of the author. Will our fearless reporter finally prevail or will he end up without a clue as usual? One thing's for sure: the truth is out there... he's just not entirely sure where.

Featuring: Troma’s Lloyd Kaufman, horror-porn queen Joanna Angel and many more!

Evil City Film Fest

Comedy Shorts Program
Sun Oct 15 5pm - buy tix

Note: This is not a horror or genre program

She’s Got an Atomic Bomb
Dir: Cihan Kaan * 18 min
A punk rock femme fatale infamous among members of the city for ruining the sewer system attempts to build an A-Bomb out of salad bowls. A girl on the verge of sanity and eviction. A quiet Brooklyn neighborhood seething and blaming her for an explosion of the sewage
treatment plant. A time when depleted uranium is sold on the street by the local Russian mafia. Angst, unnecessary violence, and hardcore punk rock music. The recipe for annihilation in a hyper-real world when an atomic bomb can be made from two welded-together salad
bowls. A film about science, big hair and make up, and vintage cars, NOT a film about nuclear proliferation!

Shackelton: Quest for the Pole
9 min * Dir: Miska Draskoczy
During the blizzard of 2005, most sensible New Yorkers weathered the storm from the safety of home. A handful of intrepid filmmakers, however, headed outdoors with a different idea - to film, in one day, an epic modern sequel to British explorer Sir Ernest Shackleton's failed
expedition to the South Pole. The journey was difficult, there were those who said it could not be done, but the result is plain for all to see.

Phone Call to God
3 min * Dir: Greg Benson
Greg has a problem, a good friend, and his phone number.

Pitch
21 min * Dir: Ian Gelfand
Two NYU film grads, hot off the success of their smash hit student film, prepare to pitch their big action movie to a film studio, in hopes of making the leap to “the next level.”

Furious George
10 min * Dir: Michael Hilf
All George wants to do is get through the day, but his neighbor’s surly dog has other plans.

All Bookies Wear Speedos
17 min * Dir: Jack Bank
A comedic look at the dark life of a Gambler, his son, his crony and funny characters they meet along the way, Joe Franklin, Paul Cicero, and of course Bookies in Speedos.

Lovecraft

THE HAUNTED PALACE
(dir. Roger C orman, 87 mins, 1963)
1.85 16mm print

Mon Oct 16 7pm - buy tix

starring Vincent Price
directed by Roger C orman - after a story by H.P. Lovecraft

Vincent Price turns in a fine performance as a refined heir to a haunted castle who is transformed into a murderous mutant enslaved to carry out the depraved revenge plot of a warlock burned at the stake one hundred years earlier. Based on "The Case of Charles Dexter Ward,"
by H.P. Lovecraft.

Feature Presentation

A CANTOR'S TALE
(dir. Erik Greenberg Anjou, 95 mins, 2005)

Sun Oct 15 1pm - buy tix
Sun Oct 22 5pm - buy tix

(Not a horror movie.)

"A CANTOR'S TALE is a real rarity, a very funny but very serious documentary that touches on issues of deep concern to the Jewish world."
- THE JEWISH WEEK

"A movie that manages to be part biography of the amazing cantor, Jack Mendelson, part history lesson, and more than anything, a movie that undoes years of bad Hebrew School experiences and excruciating Saturday
mornings. . ."
- KLEZMERSHACK

"If the hills are alive with the sound of Julie Andrews' music, then Cantor Jacob 'Jackie' Mendelson would have viewers believe that Brooklyn is once again to be alive with the sound of Chazzanut."
- THE JEWISH PRESS

The tradition of Eastern European Jewish cantorial music is alive and well in modern America in no small part thanks to the efforts of Brooklyn-born Cantor Jacob Mendelson. "Jackie," as he is affectionately called by everyone, explores the American roots of "hazzanut"( Jewish
liturgical music) while taking us on a musical voyage that spans the Atlantic, originating in his birthplace of Boro Park, Brooklyn and reaching all the way to Jerusalem. There's music in the air, everywhere. The experience of hearing the world's most renowned cantors in the
synagogue was part of a lifestyle that provided American Jewry with a rich cultural heirloom. It is Cantor Mendelson's mission to insure that this legacy is passed on to this and the next generation and generations to come, in a way that is both true to its origins and relevant to
the modern world. This feature-length documentary provides a nostalgic journey through family, neighborhood, and tradition. It also treats us to appearances by renowned cantors and aficionados Joseph Malovany, Ben-Zion Miller, Alberto Mizrahi, Matthew Lazar, Neil Shicoff,
Jackie Mason and Alan Dershowitz. A Cantor's Tale is very much like "Levy's Real Jewish Rye", you don't have to be Jewish to love it!

Third I and Alwan present

ARNA'S CHILDREN
(dir. Juliano Mer Khamis, Palestine / Netherlands, 2004, 85 mins, Arabic / English / Hebrew with English subtitles)

Tues Oct 17 7pm - buy tix

This is a Tuesdays@7 program. Every Tuesday at 7pm features special guests presenting their film, and is followed by a beer and pizza reception for
ticket holders. Sponsored by Harpoon India Pale Ale, Radeberger Pilsner, and Woodchuck Cider.

(Not a horror movie. Well, not conventionally, anyway.)

Juliano Mer Khamis in person!

ARNA'S CHILDREN tells the story of a children's theatre group in Jenin refugee camp that was established by Arna Mer Khamis. Arna, an Israeli from a Zionist family, married a Palestinian, Saliba Khamis. the theatre group she founded helped Jenin's children
to express the everyday frustrations, anger, and fear of life under Israeli occupation. Arna¹s son Juliano filmed the children during rehearsals from 1989 to 1996.

After the battle of Jenin in April, 2002, Juliano went back to see what happened to those children. Yussef committed a suicide attack, Ashraf was killed in the battle of Jenin, and Ala leads a resistance group. The director looks back and tries to understand the
choices made by the children he loved and worked with, and the tragedy and horror of lives trapped by the Israeli occupation.

Portions of the Proceeds to Benefit The Freedom Theatre in Jenin Refugee Camp

THE ASPHYX
(dir. Peter Newbrook, roughly 99 mins, 1973)
35mm print

Weds Oct 18 7pm - buy tix

When an eccentric Victorian scientist who obsessively photographs freshly dead bodies discovers a smudge on his film, he believes he has captured the asphyx, the spirit of death.

HAIR HIGH
(dir. Bill Plympton, 78 mins, 2005)
35mm print

screening with "Guard Dog" and "Guide Dog,"
both also directed by Bill Plympton

Weds Oct 18 9pm - buy tix
Thurs Oct 19 9pm - buy tix
Fri Oct 20 9pm - buy tix
Fri Oct 20 11pm - buy tix
Sat Oct 21 9pm - buy tix
Sat Oct 21 11pm - buy tix
Sun Oct 22 9pm - buy tix
Mon Oct 23 9pm - buy tix
Tues Oct 24 9pm - buy tix
Weds Oct 25 9pm - buy tix

BILL PLYMPTON IN PERSON AT ALL SCREENINGS.
GIANT CHICKEN IN, WELL, PERSON AT SOME SCREENINGS.
SKETCH BY PLYMPTON GIVEN TO EACH TICKET BUYER.

"HAIR HIGH is like taking drugs through the optic nerve."
- Chris Gore, FILM THREAT

"Cartoonist Bill Plympton's latest is an amusing send-up of late '50s/early '60s high-school melodramas and teen-tragedy pop hits. Plympton has fun exaggerating the period's social and stylistic norms to an
atomic degree...it's a good setting for his swacked sexual/physical humor to run rampant."
-Deninis Harvey, Variety

An outrageous Gothic myth from the 1950’s, HAIR HIGH is the legend of Cherri and Spud, a teenage couple who are murdered on prom night and left for dead at the bottom of Echo Lake.

Exactly one year later, their skeletal remains come back to life and they return to the prom for revenge and their justly-deserved crowns.

Neo-Silent

SOFT FOR DIGGING
(dir. J.T. Petty, 74 mins, 2001)
35mm print

Fri Oct 20 7pm - buy tix

J.T. Petty in person

From J.T. Petty
director of MIMIC 3 and S&MAN

and writer of the video games SPLINTER CELL and BATMAN: VENGEANCE

Unlike many low-budget horror films, SOFT FOR DIGGING relies on a low-key premise and unique film style instead of gore and clichés. Told in a series of increasingly strange and suspenseful chapters, with an absolute bare minimum of dialogue, the film tells the story of Virgil, a
hermit who lives in the woods on the edge of civilization. While traveling through the forest one morning, he witnesses a murder, but then later discovers no evidence and an unbelieving police force. Frustrated, Virgil begins to have haunting dreams about the murder that seem to
be leading him towards a horrific conclusion.

BIKINI BLOODBATH
(dir. Jon Gorman, 72 mins, 2006)

Sat Oct 21 7pm - buy tix
Sun Oct 22 7pm - buy tix

starring Debbie Rochon and Carmine Capobianco

Blood Boobs and puke!
T and A and DNA

BIKINI BLOODBATH is being described as a beautiful and heartwarming tale of love lost and life lessons learned. This coming of age dramedy is chock full of delicate yet poignant commentary on growing up in today’s suburban Ameriscape. Coupled with BIKINI BLOODBATH's
obvious political statements, the viewer will begin to understand the films Cinematic impotence. So layered are its characters and so profound their story that you will want to relive their adventures over and over again, for very the first time. You will laugh out loud, but you will cry
harder. You will take the sodden imagery of BIKINI BLOODBATH with you on every day’s journey on the long road to your death. If you will it, it is no dream. Dream a little dream of BIKINI BLOODBATH.

Okay, it’s actually senseless violence, nudity, and dick and fart jokes. It’s about a bunch of girls who have a sleepover and get murdered by an evil Chef.

Bizarro Monday!

BAD RONALD
(dir. Buzz Kulik, 74 mins, 1974)
35mm print

Mon Oct 23 7pm - buy tix

This is a "Bizarro Monday" program. Every Monday at 7pm the Pioneer presents the finest (and trashiest) in horror, sci-fi, freakshow,
exploitation, martial arts, genre, b-movies, z-movies, and just plain weird stuff

After he accidentally kills a girl, Ronald (Scott Jacoby) is hidden by his neurotic mother from the police. When she dies, he continues hiding in the eerie old house, even after a new family moves in... A perfect example of slightly bizarre 70's made-for-TV movies, which makes a
good double-feature with THE LITTLE GIRL WHO LIVES DOWN THE LANE, also starring Jacoby. (synopsis from RottenTomatoes.com)

Cinewomen NY
presents

Women Filmmakers
IFP Market 2006
Tues Oct 24 7pm - buy tix

Cinewomen NY website

This is a Tuesdays@7 program. Every Tuesday at 7pm features special guests presenting their film, and is followed by a beer
and pizza reception for ticket holders.

Titles to be announced.

THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI (2005)

(dir. David Lee Fisher, 76 mins, 2005)

Weds Oct 25 7pm - buy tix
Thurs Oct 26 9pm - buy tix
Fri Oct 27 10pm - buy tix
Sat Oct 28 7pm - buy tix
Sun Oct 29 5pm - buy tix
Mon Oct 30 9pm - buy tix
Tues Oct 31 9pm - buy tix

 
 

* ScreamFest LA: Audience Choice, Best Cinematography, Best Visual Effects *
* Sitges Film Festival, the world's leading festival of genre cinema * 

* Pioneer Theater hosts the World Theatrcial Premiere *

“This is without a doubt, one of the most creepy and atmospheric films ever made… a great film that does justice to the term remake!” - joblo.com

“This independent production makes use of digital technology to recreate the groundbreaking impressionistic sets of the original - its as if the crew traveled back in time to the original sets and re-shot the film with
sound equipment.” - blowupthemoon.com

An unexpectedly fabulous visual remix of the 1920 silent original, THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI is the brainchild of David Lee Fisher, a digital effects veteran from the Bay Area. This updated version features backgrounds scanned from an original 35mm
print combined with brand-new green screen footage of actors including Doug Jones (Hellboy, Fantastic 4, Pan’s Labyrinth and the upcoming Silver Surfer series) as the somnambulist (sleepwalker) Cesare. This classic tale takes place in its eerily beautiful,
expressionistic world of the German original, but features sound, dialogue, and music – a perfect Halloween treat for cineastes!

In the unsuspecting hamlet of Holstenwall, Germany, the time has come again for the town's annual fair. When Francis and his best friend Alan attend the festivities, they are led into an exhibition that will change their lives forever. The sinister hypnotist, Dr.
Caligari, is the keeper of a clairvoyant sleepwalker who wakes from his endless night to predict Alan’s terrifying future. When Holstenwall suffers a series of murders, Francis takes the investigation into his own hands. What he doesn’t know yet is that the only
way to save his fiancé Jane from the same grim fate is to discover the secret of THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI.

Now, combined with a chilling script that expands on the silent, yet twisted story of the original, the Cabinet of Dr. Caligari has been opened once again in horrifying sight and sound!

Starring Doug Jones as Cesare
Mr. Jones plays Pan in PAN'S LABYRINTH, the aquatic Abe Sapien in HELLBOY 1&2,

and the Silver Surfer himself in the upcoming RISE OF THE SILVER SURFER

  

SOCIETY
(dir. Bryan Yuzna, 99 mins, 1989)
35mm print

Fri Oct 27 8pm - buy tix

Screening dedicated to the trustfund kids of the East Village and Lower East Side

From Bryan Yuzna, producer of RE-ANIMATOR and FROM BEYOND comes this rather disturbing 1980s look at the horrors of the upper class. Young Billy feels a certain strangeness enveloping him in his bourgeois suburban neighborhood. A little sleuthing reveals
a secret society which thrives on cannibalism, incest, and the ability to do some rather otherworldly things during sex. An interesting and overlooked horror entry with horrifying and memorable makeup effects.

THE
XXXORCIST
Fri Oct 27 midnight - buy tix

18 AND OVER ONLY.

EVERYONE MUST BRING ID.

PERIOD.

NO ID, NO ACCESS.

EVEN IF YOU LOOK LIKE YOU'RE 80 YEARS OLD.

“When the Devil is inside, the power of Christ cumpels you!”

Starring: Joanna Angel, Tommy Pistol, Kylee Kross, Spyder Jonez and Andy Straub

Directed by Doug Sakmann

After all other exorcism methods fail; Father Merkin (Tommy Pistol) has no other option but to screw the hell (and the devil) out of a possessed woman, Regan Teresa MacFeel (Joanna Angel). Her Mother, Mrs. MacFeel (Kylee Kross) looks on helplessly until she succumbs to the
evil and becomes possessed as well. Father Merkin is forced to fight for his life...with his genitals.

A pornographic spoof of William Peter Blatty’s classic tale of good against evil, The Exorcist. Directed by Doug Sakmann, The XXXorcist is the follow up to 2005’s Re-Penetrator (Winner of the 2006 AVN Award for ‘Most Outrageous Sex Scene’).

www.thexxxorcist.com 
www.iamanevilcarrot.com
www.burningangel.com 

ALL NIGHT CINEMATIC SEANCE
OF WITCH AND WARLOCK MOVIES

The Pioneer summons all the spirits of the dark and forgotten worlds for this all night seance of movies featuring witches and warlocks. Titles will include:

SIMON: KING OF THE WITCHES
WITCHCRAFT THROUGH THE AGES

BELL, BOOK, AND CANDLE (starring Kim Novak)
NIGHT OF THE DEMON (directed by Jacques Tourneur)

THE HAUNTED PALACE (starring Vincent Price)
THE CRAVING (starring Paul Naschy)

Also: a number of audio incantations of the dark and underworld, played through the theater sound system to a darkened theater.

Showtimes and order to be determined.

The seance begins promptly at 9pm, Saturday October 28.

Tickets are $25 for all night ($20 for students, seniors, and members). Tickets for individual shows may be available at the door, pending availability. You are strongly encouraged to buy the all-night pass to be sure you can see your movies. And come on, it's a great deal no matter what.

buy tickets here

THE REDSIN TOWER
(dir. Fred Vogel, 89 mins, 2006)

Sun Oct 29 7pm - buy tix

Butchery and carnage will reign upon the holy.

A cutthroat horror tale.

Kim has just ended a six-year relationship with her boyfriend Mitch. After a little encouragement, she agrees to get her mind off the break up by hitting the biggest party of the year with her best friend. Mortified and enraged Mitch sets out to find his beloved Kim, in hopes of
winning her back. After the party gets busted, Kim and her group of friends decide to continue the party at the town’s most notorious urban legend. Butchery and carnage will reign as Mitch seeks vengeance on Kim, her best friend and anyone else that gets in his way of
following her to THE REDSIN TOWER.

From the creators of August Underground, August Undergrounds MORDUM and The Redsin Tower, featured in the new film S&MAN (directed by J.T. Petty)

Sunday Shorts 

DON'T GO BACK IN THE HOUSE,
BITCH!
Sun Oct 29 9pm - buy tix

Bite-sized nuggets of terror.

A collection of 6 minute horror shorts from
the DVXUSER.com horror fest 2006.

Bizarro Mondays

SQUIRM
(dir. Jeff Lieberman, 92 mins, 1976)
35mm print

Mon Oct 30 6:30pm - buy tix

This is a "Bizarro Monday" program. Every Monday at 7pm the Pioneer presents the finest (and trashiest) in horror, sci-fi, freakshow,
exploitation, martial arts, genre, b-movies, z-movies, and just plain weird stuff

JEFF LIEBERMAN IN PERSON!

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION STRONGLY ENCOURAGED!

A vicious storm is ravaging Fly Creek, Georgia. Power lines collapse and the electrical current they transmit provides power to the denizens of the underground, a burrow of worms. Now, these powerful worms terrorize the town while a southern belle and her city slicker
boyfriend must battle the empowered creatures as well as the sexual politics of the horror genre.

Tuesday@7

DIE LOLA
DIE
Tues Oct 31 7pm - buy tix

This is a Tuesdays@7 program. Every Tuesday at 7pm features special guests presenting their film, and is followed by a beer and
pizza reception for ticket holders. Sponsored by Harpoon India Pale Ale, Radeberger Pilsner, and Woodchuck Cider.

Top Lower East Side cult filmmakers take a night to murder one of their own:
Lola Rock'N'Rolla

World Famous *BOB*, Bambi, Heidi and Jeffrey of Frenchie the Clown fame, Katrina Del Mar (Gang girls) - these and many others kill Lola Rock'N'Rolla in individual short films, all of which also feature a slice of pizza. Afterward, join Lola for some pizza - and perhaps some
murder. Come eat pizza and witness the blood and the mayhem. Happy fucking Halloween.

Feature Presentation

AS THE CALL,
SO THE ECHO
(dir. Keir Moreano, 71 mins, 2005)

Weds Nov 1 7pm - buy tix
Thurs Nov 2 9pm - buy tix
Fri Nov 3 9pm - buy tix
Sat Nov 4 5pm - buy tix
Sat Nov 4 9pm - buy tix
Sun Nov 5 9pm - buy tix
Mon Nov 6 9pm - buy tix
Tues Nov 7 9pm - buy tix

"Vietnam has never been rendered so beautifully tragic as in Keir Moreano's AS THE CALL, SO THE ECHO."
- Mario Diaz, American Latino Television

AS THE CALL, SO THE ECHO tells the story of an American surgeon who volunteers in a poverty stricken hospital in central Vietnam. When a woman with a deadly cancer is presented to him, he must struggle to save her life, fighting to overcome a language barrier, limited
equipment, and his deepest fears.

JUMPING OFF 
BRIDGES
(dir. Kat Candler, 90 mins, 2006)

Fri Nov 3 7pm - buy tix
Sat Nov 4 7pm - buy tix

"Truly wonderful work." - FILMMAKER MAGAZINE

Inspired by invincible friendships, junior high journal entries, heart breaking crushes and the complexities of losing loved ones, jumping off bridges follows a carefree, adventurous group of four best friends deep in the trenches of adolescence. Lauded by the Austin Chronicle as “a realistic narrative portrait
of love, death, and human debris as anything you're ever likely to see onscreen."

At heart, this story is about the struggle of grief. How each of us deals with grief in our own strange and debilitating ways. How we search for answers at a time when there are none. We get lost beneath our anger and betrayal and flounder for stability and consolation. We seek comfort and solace from the
people we push furthest away. It’s a story about friendship, a story about strength and a story about finding hope.

Monster Monday!
Fangoria presents

DARK REMAINS
(dir. Brian Avenet-Bradley, 91 mins, 2006)

Mon Nov 6 6:30pm - buy tix

This is a "Bizarro Monday" program. Every Monday at 7pm the Pioneer presents the finest (and trashiest) in horror, sci-fi, freakshow,
exploitation, martial arts, genre, b-movies, z-movies, and just plain weird stuff

"A genuinely creepy ghost story guaranteed to make you jump."
- Michael Gingold, FANGORIA

"DARK REMAINS is a genuinely creepy ghost story that packs maximum dread per reel…skillfully orchestrated atmosphere and shocks en route make DARK REMAINS notably scary…”
- Dennis Harvey, Variety

“Scared me half to death. Four Stars.” -Fredrik Nordström, Slasherpool.com

“Dark Remains serves up a vicious little story… a thoroughly cringeworthy affair. Four Stars.”
- Steve Anderson, Film Threat

Best Horror Feature: Los Angeles’ Shriekfest Horror Film Festival
Best Feature: Rhode Island International Horror Film Festival

After their daughter is brutally murdered in their home, a grieving young couple escapes the city to find solace in the mountains. Allen tries to stay busy with work and Julie forces herself to continue her photography, but they find their tattered relationship strained by their guilt
over their daughter’s death. Soon their pain re-ignites deadly entities from the mountain’s past- causing their visiting friend Steve to have a horrific encounter in the middle of the night. 

As the entities take hold over Julie, a cycle of death reawakens and a horrified Allen discovers what’s really in the photographs Julie has been taking. Now with the vengeful entities converging all around him, Allen has to fight to unravel the secret of the mountain’s deadly past
to save his life and Julie’s.

Feature Presentation

THE LAST ATOMIC BOMB
(dir. Robert Richter)

Weds Nov 8 9pm - buy tix
Thurs Nov 9 9pm - buy tix
Fri Nov 10 9pm - buy tix
Sat Nov 11 9pm - buy tix
Sun Nov 12 9pm - buy tix
Mon Nov 13 9pm - buy tix
Tues Nov 14 9pm - buy tix

Nuclear terror: Nagasaki survivors and today’s generation

“”Of great documentary significance and moral beauty….An essential gift to every genration of our nuclear age.” - Joanne Macy, author and activist

“Indelible images. . .effectivbely explains the calculations that factored heavily into the decision to drop the bomb.” - Wm Hartung, author

“[has] suddenly become even more germane, thanks to our impetuous national leadership. . .Thought-provoking and inspiring.” - Don Kelley, Voices of the Heartland

“An affecting portrait of the human costs of war." - Frida Berrigan, Arms Trade Resource Center

Festivals: Sao Paulo International, Goias (Press Trophy), Edinburgh Fringe, San Diego Asian, Planet in Focus (Toronto)

“An affecting portrait of the human costs of war that pairs triumphal archival footage from U.S, news reels with recollections of atomic survivors as they revisit their childhood calamity and reach out to the next generation—begging, imploring, demanding a total commitment to
nuclear abolition. In one of the film’s most moving scenes, a young woman in a NYC classroom asks survivor Sakkue shimohira, “Are you mad at what we did to you?” She responds that her anger has been transformed into work for peace, and the young people bend at the
waist to embrace the tiny woman as they leave the classroom, affected and motivated to take up her challenge.” - Frida Berrigan, Arms Trade Resource Center

Feature Presentation

DANCE PARTY USA

"Challenging, gritty, and true."
- THE AUSTIN CHRONICLE

"Impressive. The actors are tremendous. I watched it and couldn't quite figure out how it came together. That elusive quality is something special."
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DANCE PARTY USA
(dir. Aaron Katz, 66 mins, 2006)

Weds Nov 15 9pm - buy tix
Thurs Nov 16 9pm - buy tix
Fri Nov 17 9pm - buy tix
Sat Nov 18 9pm - buy tix
Sun Nov 19 9pm - buy tix
Mon Nov 20 9pm - buy tix
Tues Nov 21 9pm - buy tix

"Impressive. The actors are tremendous. I watched it and couldn't quite figure out how it came together. That elusive quality is something special."
- Andrew Bujalski

"Dance Party, USA snuck up on me, which is a testament to writer/director Katz. . .He captures the empty conversation of young people. . .It's funny, but then it's kind of sad."
- AIN'T IT COOL NEWS

"Pensinger's performance is flawlessly natural. This is the best truly independent American film I've seen since MUTUAL APPRECIATION."
- CITY PAGES

South by South West Film Festival 2006 * Chicago Underground Film Festival 2006

Seventeen-year-old Gus hangs around doing nothing with his buddy Bill most of the time. Gus likes to tell half-true stories about all the girls he’s slept with and all the drugs he’s done. Jessica is seventeen too. She doesn’t seem to have much in common with anyone anymore
– not even her best friend Christie. Every year this guy Brian throws a 4th of July party. The party’s never that great, the there’s free beer, so people always go. Gus and Jessica meet each other there. They watch fireworks outside and light sparklers. Gus says that he’s not the
sort of guy she thinks he is. He tells her a secret. It changes everything.

BROKEN
(dir. Jay Hollinsworth, 80 mins, 2005)

Sat Nov 18 7pm - buy tix

“…like a dream that was ripped out of someone’s head."
– Duane L. Martin, Rogue Cinema

“…sort of like what if Hal Hartley directed Pi”
– Mike Everleth, Bad Lit

Todd has lost his job, his apartment, and his girlfriend. The only thing left to lose may be his mind. A dark, lo-fi comedy about head trauma, heartbreak, and brotherly strife, Broken tells the story of Todd Kellogg, a disconsolate everyman tattered and tossed by bad decisions.
Over-educated, under-employed and heartbroken, he returns to his childhood home for a change of scenery and a change of luck. What he gets is a quixotic, time-mangling reality twist that may change his life, or unseat his consciousness.

Feature Presentation

AUTOMATONS
(dir. James Felix McKenney, 83 mins, 2006)

Weds Dec 13 9pm - buy tix
Thurs Dec 14 9pm - buy tix
Fri Dec 15 9pm - buy tix
Sat Dec 16 9pm - buy tix
Sun Dec 17 9pm - buy tix
Mon Dec 18 9pm - buy tix
Tues Dec 19 9pm - buy tix
Weds Dec 20 9pm - buy tix
Thurs Dec 21 9pm - buy tix
Fri Dec 22 9pm - buy tix
Sat Dec 23 9pm - buy tix
Sun Dec 24 9pm - buy tix
Tues Dec 26 9pm - buy tix

"AUTOMATONS is a smart, thought-provoking tale equipped with the moody ambience and intellectual integrity of a classic episode of THE OUTER LIMITS. That's high praise indeed."
-- Steven Puchalski, SHOCK CINEMA

This is how humanity dies.
Men started this war. The machines will finish it. 

A low-tech effects film about the horrors of war and robots.

starring Angus Scrimm, Brenda Cooney, Christine Spencer,
Don Wood, John Anthony Blake, Larry Fessenden

Somewhere in the distant future, The Girl is alone. She is the last of her people, the others having died in a generations-long war that she continues to fight with the assistance of a group of antiquated robot helpers and soldiers.

Her only connection to her long-dead people is a collection of recorded journal entries made by the scientist who cared for her as a baby. His is the only friendly human face she’s ever seen. The regular transmissions from her enemy leader are always filled with
threats and taunts. The girl responds to these invasions by attack of her own, carried out by her mechanical soldiers on the contaminated surface where no human can survive.

Men started this war. The machines will finish it.
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